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The Impact of German Bidding Zones

1. Executive Summary

Background

The Energiewende in Germany has resulted in regional
imbalances in the German electricity system. While
there is modest electricity demand in northern Germany,
there is a vast amount of installed wind power capacity.
In the south of Germany, electricity demand normally
exceeds generation. Large flows of electricity fromnorth
to south are therefore needed to supply the demand
centers in the south.

This imbalance has, in recent years, led to an in-
crease in redispatch costs in Germany (Figure 2.1). In
light of this development, the Transmission System Op-
erators (TSOs) in Germany are planning High Voltage
Direct Current (HVDC) lines between north and south
Germany.

Findings

In this report, we analyse internal German grid conges-
tion, and towhat extent the introduction of bidding zones
within Germany may address future grid congestion and
reduce redispatch costs. Our main findings from the
analysis are summarised below.

Even with HVDC grid investments, bottlenecks will
increase again towards 2030 Most of the congestion
within the German grid will be resolved by 2025 if
the planned HVDC investments are in place. In this
case, the simulation results show a substantial drop in
redispatch costs up until 2025 (Figure 3.5). If bidding
zones are introduced, we estimate relatively small price
differences between the zones in 2025 in this scenario
(Figure 3.9).

However, by 2030, with further expansion of offshore
wind in the north, and additional changes in the German
generation mix, the simulation results show that redis-
patch costs begin rising again. This indicates that the
planned transmission investments may be sufficient for
2025, but may not be sufficient for the situation in 2030.

In case grid development is delayed, we expect signi-
ficant congestion If the HVDC lines are delayed, the
simulation results show significant internal congestion
in the German system. This is reflected by high
redispatch costs if Germany keeps the single bidding
zone configuration. If German bidding zones are
introduced in this situation, there will be significant price
differences between zones, which is another indicator
of the severity of the bottlenecks (Figure 3.10).

Bidding zones are a potential measure to address
bottlenecks and reduce redispatch costs The simula-
tion results show that the introduction of bidding zones
can contribute to a significant reduction in redispatch
costs. In general, the finer the bidding zone granularity,
the smaller the redispatch costs (if bidding zones were
configured on a nodal level, redispatch costs would be
zero).

Our simulations show a substantial reduction in re-
dispatch costs if moving to an appropriate two-zone
configuration, where the wind-heavy northernmost part
of Germany is separated from the rest of the country.
Further reductions in redispatch costs from introducing
even more zones are rather limited. A two-zone config-
uration with a small southern zone consisting of Bayern
and Baden-Württemberg is less effective at reducing
redispath costs – themain challenge is a surplus of wind
generation in northern Germany.

Evaluation

Bidding zone delimitation would clearly contribute to
a reduction in redispatch costs. In addition, it would
provide more efficient price signals, which are important
both for the long and short-term efficiency of the electri-
city market. Even though it may be difficult (or even im-
possible) to find an ”optimal” bidding zone configuration,
we find that a configuration that reflects major existing
imbalances yields significant reductions in redispatch
costs. An inability to identify an ”optimal” solution is not
a valid argument against implementing a better solution
than the current market design.
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1. Executive Summary

At the same time, there are also valid arguments
against bidding zone delimitation. Potential effects on
financial market liquidity and long-term investor confid-
ence should be considered in this context. There may
also be some regulatory challenges related to the design
of the German support system for renewable generation
and for other regulation.

However, severe grid congestion must be addressed
somehow. Ignoring grid bottlenecks in the day-ahead
market implies that they have to be resolved outside of
the market. With internal grid congestion increasing,
using these alternative means is likely to become more
and more challenging.

©THEMA Consulting Group (2020) 5



The Impact of German Bidding Zones

2. Background

2.1. Scope of work and mandate

This report studies the effects of introducing bidding
zones in theGermanelectricitymarket, with an emphasis
on redispatch and countertrade costs. The study was
commissioned by Statnett.

The study is based on THEMA assumptions, and
publicly available data, e.g. data from the German grid
development plan and planned transmission lines.

2.2. Grid congestion in Germany

The Energiewende in Germany has resulted in regional
imbalances in the German electricity system. While
there is modest electricity demand in northern Germany,
there is a vast amount of installed wind power capa-
city. In southern Germany, electricity demand normally
exceeds generation. Large flows of electricity fromnorth
to south are therefore needed to supply the demand
centres in the south.

Figure 2.1.: Development of Redispatch Volumes in TWh in
Germany. Sources: Bundesnetzagentur and BDEW.

Since the resulting internal grid congestion is not
fully accounted for in the day-ahead market, redispatch
costs and volumes have increased substantially in re-
cent years. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1, which shows

developments in redispatch volumes in Germany since
2013. Increasing redispatch volumes drive up the costs
of congestion management, which amounted to around
1.4 billion Euros in 2017. Furthermore, internal German
congestion results in loop flow issues with neighbouring
countries.

The issues related to congestion are addressed in
Germany’s grid development plan. The planned HVDC
lines between north and south Germany play an im-
portant role in handling these regional imbalances, and
should be in place by 2025, according to the grid devel-
opment plan. These lines are meant to transport large
volumes of wind power from the north, to areas with
high demand in southern Germany. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.2, in which the red-dotted lines illustrate the
planned HVDC lines.

Figure 2.2.: Illustration of the current
grid development plan. Source: ht-
tps://www.netzausbau.de/leitungsvorhaben/de.html

All but one of the planned HVDC projects are under-
ground cables:

6 ©THEMA Consulting Group (2020)



2. Background

Brunsbüttel – Großgartach (SuedLink)

Wilster – Grafenrheinfeld (SuedLink)

Emden Ost – Osterath (A-Nord)

Wolmirstedt – Isar (SuedOstLink)

The only overhead HVDC project is the line between
Osterath and Philippsburg (Ultranet).

2.3. Options to address internal
congestion

Internal grid congestion can be addressed by a number
of measures, or a combination of these.

If the day-ahead market clearing solution results
in grid congestion, the Transmission System Operator
(TSO) may resolve this through redispatch measures.
That is, it can oblige a generator to increase generation
on one side of the bottleneck, and another generator to
decrease generation on the other side, compensating
both accordingly. Another possibility to tackle conges-
tion is to compensate foreign generators (or consumers)
for adjusting their output (or demand), in order to adjust
interconnector flows. We refer to this as countertrade.

To mitigate any grid congestion from the day-ahead
market schedule, the TSO may limit the transmission
flowson interconnectors. In some instances, lower inter-
connector flows will result in less congestion. However,
from 2020, new EU regulation obliges TSOs to make at
least 70% of cross-zonal transmission capacity avail-
able to the market. There will therefore be less room to
lower transmission capacity below 70% as a means to
handle internal grid congestion.

Bidding zone delimitation can also address bottle-
necks in the grid if designed appropriately. When the
transmission grid is congested, zonal prices diverge in
order to balance the system and relieve any congestion.
The benefit of bidding zone delimitation is that grid
congestion is handled in the market, and that market
participants face a price that signals the marginal value
of electricity in their location. This leads to more effi-
cient market clearing and reduces the need to perform
redispatch and countertrade. In addition, bidding zone
delimitation may provide better locational price signals
for investments in new generation capacity or consump-
tion. Diverging zonal prices may, for instance, give

an industrial company the necessary incentive to site
new consumption in a region with cheap and abundant
electricity generation.

There is, however, no objective way of defining the
optimal bidding zone configuration. Even though ad-
dressing future bottlenecks should be the overall object-
ive, no objective method to design the optimal set of
bidding zones exists, both in terms of number of zones
and their borders. Though more bidding zones may
help reduce congestion management costs, they may
also reduce efficient hedging opportunities, and thereby
increase the cost of hedging.

Note that other countries like Norway, Sweden and
Denmark already use bidding zones in order to address
bottlenecks. In Norway, the Norwegian TSO Statnett
has a dynamic approach to handling grid bottlenecks.
Statnett not only alters the number of bidding zones from
time to time, but also occasionally moved the bidding
zone borders in order to reflect changes in physical
bottlenecks, e.g. after new lines are completed.

©THEMA Consulting Group (2020) 7



The Impact of German Bidding Zones

3. The effect of potential bidding zones

3.1. Description of analysis

This chapter presents the results from the analysis of the
effects of introducing bidding zones in Germany.

We first find the day-ahead market clearing solution
given a certain bidding zone configuration. Then, we
find the optimal dispatch on a nodal level. Finally, we
compare the two solutions, and the difference repres-
ents the estimated redispatch and countertrade costs
and volumes. The methodology and model framework
is described in more detail in Appendix A.

Note that in our analysis, we assume that the TSOs
can always achieve the nodal-optimal solution via re-
dispatch and countertrade measures, independent of
the starting point that the day-ahead market solution
prescribes. We do therefore not investigate the impact
on total economic welfare, since one always ends up
with the same (nodal-optimal) dispatch eventually.

Instead, redispatch and countertrade costs and
volumes serve as an indicator of:

a) how good or bad a specific bidding zone configura-
tion is, and

b) how severe the internal bottlenecks are.

High redispatch volumes and costs can be seen as
an indicator of high internal congestion and an inefficient
bidding zone design. While one may argue that TSOs
can eventually achieve the same nodal solution via redis-
patch, in real life, the TSOs may not be able to achieve
this solution in a cost-effective manner. In addition,
spot prices that do not account for bottlenecks may be
inefficient, not just in terms of short-term dispatch and
trade, but also in terms of their impact on long-term
investment signals.

We do not model any market imperfections or issues
related to market power. We have consciously decided
to leave these topics outside our fundamental model.
Trying to account for these issues in the quantitative ana-
lysis makes the results somewhat arbitrary, as there is a

strong danger of over-parameterising and over-fitting the
results. Instead, we discuss these issues in a qualitative
manner later in the report.

In the analysis, we study the following two scenarios:

Case 1 – No grid delay: In the default case, we
assume that all prospective grid investments are im-
plemented as planned and as outlined by the current
German grid development plan.

Case 2 – Three year grid delay: In this scenario, we
assume that all grid projects are delayed by three
years. This affects the HVDC projects in particu-
lar. According to recent statements by Bundesnetza-
gentur representatives, a delay of some HVDC lines
seems to be highly likely. As most of the HVDC lines
are planned to start operation in 2025, this means
that none of these lines are included in 2025 in this
scenario. The choice of a three year delay for all
grid development projects is somewhat arbitrary and
might be overstated, but this assumption provides a
transparent scenario outlining the effects of substan-
tial delays in grid development.

In our analysis, we investigate the effects of intro-
ducing up to four bidding zones. An illustration of the
bidding zone topologies used is shown in Figure 3.1.
As discussed in Chapter 2, there is no objective way of
designing the optimal bidding zone configuration. Thus,
our assumptions represent potential configurations, but
we do not claim or argue that any of our suggestions is
optimal. However, as we will see, some of the results
tend to be robust across alternative bidding zone config-
urations.

In defining the four-zone configuration, we have star-
ted with the zonal configuration from the ’Big Country
Split 2’ scenario in the first edition of the bidding zone
review by ENTSO-E.1 The zones DE1d and DE3d are
directly adopted from ENTSO-E, and two more zones
(DE2d and DE4d) in the north and north-east of Germany
are introduced to arrive at our four-zone configuration.
1https://www.entsoe.eu/news/2018/04/05/
first-edition-of-the-bidding-zone-review-published/

8 ©THEMA Consulting Group (2020)
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3. The effect of potential bidding zones

(a) Two-zone configuration. (b) Three-zone configuration. (c) Four-zone configuration.

Figure 3.1.: Bidding zone configurations in the analysis.

The two and three-zone configurations contain dif-
ferent subsets of the four-zone configurations. In the
two-zone configuration, the northernmost zone (DE4d)
is kept, and zones DE1d, DE2d and DE3d are merged
into one, whereas in the three-zone configuration, the
northernmost (DE4d) and southernmost (DE1d) zones
are kept, while DE2d and DE3d are merged to one.

Figure 3.2 shows the generation per bidding zone
in 2025 by week. The northernmost zone (DE4d) is
dominated by wind power, and has a large surplus of
generation. The southernmost zone (DE1d), on the other
hand, is a deficit zone. Supply and demand are more
balanced in the zones DE2d and DE3d.

3.2. Current HVDC projects address
issues in 2025, but may not
suffice for 2030 and beyond

Our simulations indicate that the costs for redispatch
and countertrade will remain high in the coming decade.
Figure 3.3 shows the simulated level of redispatch and
countertrade compensation in the one-zone configura-
tion (status quo).2

The simulated redispatch and countertrade com-
pensation in 2020 is significantly higher than historical
2The source for the historical values (before 2020) is Bundesnet-
zagentur, and includes counter trading, redispatch and feed in
management.

values, and reflects increases in grid congestion over the
coming years. However, in 2022 the simulated redis-
patch and countertrade compensation decreases mod-
erately due to some underlying changes in the thermal
and nuclear capacity mix in that period.

For 2025, we run two scenarios with very different
results. In the scenario without grid delays, the redis-
patch and countertrade compensation is low, indicating
that there are few severe bottlenecks in the transmission
grid. That implies that planned grid development up to
2025 would address the most important bottlenecks in
the grid.

However, in the event of three-year delays in all Ger-
man transmission grid development, more congestion is
to be expected in the grid relative to both today and 2020.
This is mostly attributable tomore onshore and offshore
wind capacity.

Our simulations show significant grid congestion
leading to relatively high redispatch and countertrade
costs in the simulations by 2030. In the 2030 sim-
ulations, we assume that projects in the current grid
development plan are built, including all the planned
HVDC lines. By 2030, wind power generation in northern
Germany, particularly from offshore wind farms, further
expands, which exacerbates grid congestion. We as-
sume 15GW of offshore wind by 2030, reflecting the
current German target. Note that there is currently a
debate on whether the offshore wind target for 2030
should be increased.

©THEMA Consulting Group (2020) 9



The Impact of German Bidding Zones

Figure 3.2.:Weekly generation per bidding zone in 2025 in the four-zone configuration.

10 ©THEMA Consulting Group (2020)



3. The effect of potential bidding zones

Figure 3.3.: Simulated redispatch and countertrade com-
pensation paid by the German TSOs in the one-zone config-
uration (real 2019 EUR).

In short, should the HVDC lines be delayed, our es-
timates for redispatch indicate significant bottlenecks
by 2025. In the event that the HVDC lines are built, they
solve the bottleneck issue in 2025, but increasing wind
volumes towards 2030 will increase internal congestion
yet again. This implies the need for a proactive approach
to transmission investments beyond what is currently
planned and outlined. Note that the TSOs are also aware
of this fact, which iswhy they are planning to increase the
transmission capacity through the planned HVDC lines.

3.3. Bidding zone delimitation can
address grid bottlenecks

Our simulations show that the chosen bidding zone con-
figurations reduce redispatch and countertrade costs.
Furthermore, the simulated power price differences
across the German bidding zones are a clear indicator of
substantial bottlenecks. Aswewill see further below, the
price differences are markedly higher in hours with high
wind feed-in in northern Germany. Both the reduction in
redispatch costs and the price gap when assuming the
zonal delimitation are clear indicators that bidding zones
are a viable instrument to address internal bottlenecks.

3.3.1. Redispatch and countertrade costs
are reduced through bidding zone
delimitation

Our simulations show that the cost for redispatch and
countertrade is reduced if bidding zones are introduced.
This is a common observation across the alternative
bidding zone configurations tested. Figure 3.5 shows
two sets of redispatch costs in the grid delay scenario
in 2025. Figure 3.5a shows how much total generation
costs increase in order tomove from the day-aheadmar-
ket dispatch to the redispatch solution. This indicator
can be interpreted as the redispatch cost in a perfect
pay-as-bid solution. Figure 3.5b shows the redispatch
and countertrade compensation that TSOs must pay to
generators for redispatch and countertrade, assuming
a perfect pay-as-cleared solution. The latter is higher,
because this indicator also includes profits for some
generators. In terms of overall economic welfare, how-
ever, this simply constitutes a redistribution from TSOs
(or consumers) to producers.

Figure 3.4.: Reduction in redispatch costs (pay-as-bid) in
2025 with grid delays.

Both indicators show a significant reduction in re-
dispatch costs if bidding zones are introduced. The
majority of the reduction comes from splitting off the
northern zone. In the two-zone configuration, the pay-
as-bid compensation (increase in generation cost) is
reduced by almost 60% compared to the one-zone con-
figuration. In the four-zone configuration, the compens-
ation is further reduced to 28%. The pattern is similar for
the pay-as-cleared results, but the percentage reduction
is somewhat smaller.

Note that it is not just the number of bidding zones

©THEMA Consulting Group (2020) 11



The Impact of German Bidding Zones

(a) Redispatch and countertrade compensation in pay-as-bid
mechanism (Increase in generation cost).

(b) Redispatch and countertrade compensation in pay-as-cleared
mechanism.

Figure 3.5.: Redispatch and countertrade results in the grid delay scenario in 2025 for different bidding zone configurations
(real 2019 EUR).

that is important for the redispatch costs, the config-
uration matters too. We also analysed alternative con-
figurations. If only southern Germany is split from the
rest of the country (zone DE1c and DE1d in the three
and four zone configurations of Figure 3.1, which gives
a bidding zone configuration suggested by the ENTSO-
E bidding zone review), redispatch costs only decrease
by around 20%, see Figure 3.4. It is thus more efficient
to isolate the north, because the main issue is a surplus
of generation in the north, not a deficit in the south,
as discussed further below. Bidding zone delimitation

Figure 3.6.: Simulated redispatch and countertrade com-
pensation paid by the German TSOs without grid delays (real
2019 EUR).

reduces redispatch costs – this effect isn’t just a feature
of the grid delay scenario in 2025. As discussed in
Section 3.2, if the projects in the grid development plan
are implemented as planned, there will be significantly
less congestion in the German grid in 2025. However,
by 2030, more grid congestion can be expected. Our
simulations show that bidding zone delimitation also
reduces redispatch costs in 2030, as shown in Figure 3.6.
Hence, even if grid development goes according to plan,
it is likely that bidding zones would help to alleviate grid
congestion in the long term.

The introduction of bidding zones affects the gen-
eration implied by the day-ahead market in Germany.
However, actual generation after redispatch is identical
in all bidding zone configurations in this analysis, as all
simulations arrive at the efficient nodal solution after re-
dispatch and counter trade measures. Figure 3.7 shows
how the generationmix implied by the day-aheadmarket
solution changes if four bidding zones are introduced.
The figure shows that more wind power (in the north)
is curtailed through the market, whereas more gas-fired
generation (in the south) is dispatched. This reduces the
need for redispatch and countertrade.

12 ©THEMA Consulting Group (2020)



3. The effect of potential bidding zones

Figure 3.7.: Change in day-ahead market dispatch per fuel
in Germany in 2025 from the one-zone configuration to the
four-zone configuration with grid delays.

3.3.2. Prices in northern Germany drop if
bidding zones are introduced

Bidding zone delimitation may have a significant impact
on power prices in some German areas. Figure 3.9
shows how annual prices develop to 2030 in the case
without grid delays. The spread between zonal prices
reflects grid congestion. The price in DE4d (the north-
ernmost zone) is significantly lower than the price in
the other zones in years with severe grid congestion.
The price level in DE2d is similar to the price in the
one-zone configuration. The prices in the consumption-
heavy zones DE1d and DE2d are higher than in the one-
zone configuration (DEa), but the difference is smaller
than the difference between DE4d and the one-zone
configuration price.

In the grid delay scenario, the price differences are
greater in 2025. Figure 3.8 shows the annual prices in
different zonal configurations. In all cases, the price in
the northernmost zone is significantly lower than in the
one-zone configuration.

Figure 3.10 shows the simulated prices in the four-
zone and one-zone configurations. The weekly prices
show that certain weeks have very low prices in DE4d,
i.e., weeks with high wind power generation.3

3In the simulations we base the wind and solar generation pro-
files and the demand profiles on one historical year to capture
the volatility of intermittent generation and consumption on an
hourly level.

Figure 3.8.: Simulated annual prices in 2025 in different
zonal configurations with grid delays (real 2019 EUR).

Figure 3.9.: Simulated annual prices per bidding zone in four-
zone configuration and one-zone configuration without grid
delays (real 2019 EUR).

Figure 3.10b shows the price duration curves for
each bidding zone. The price duration curves show that
the price in DE4d drops to −75EUR/MWh in more than
1000 hours during the year. In these hours, there is a
surplus of generation in the zone, leading to curtailment
of wind power. The price difference is greatest during
winter, when the wind generation in the north is high, and
solar generation in the south is low.

In the simulations, we assume that wind power
generation will be curtailed when the price goes to
−75EUR/MWh. Note, however, that if bidding zones are
introduced, and negative prices become that frequent,

©THEMA Consulting Group (2020) 13
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one would expect market participants to react in such
a way that the scale of negative prices is reduced. For
one thing, the support scheme is changing and more
wind power operates on merchant terms. For another,
frequent negative prices may trigger investments in new
sources of flexibility. Hence, one might expect the price
to be rather close to zero in many of the hours with
surplus generation.

The fact that the northernmost zone is where the
price reacts most to the introduction of bidding zones
shows that themain issue in Germany today ismanaging
a surplus of generation in the north. In particular, this
region has a very large share of wind power. Figure 3.11a
shows the relationship between the hourly price differ-
ence between DE1d and DE4d and residual load in DE4d.
The price difference grows when the residual load falls,
i.e. when wind power generation is high and demand is
low.

The residual load in southern Germany does not drive
price differences to the sameextent. Figure 3.11b shows
price differences versus residual load in DE1d (the south-
ernmost zone). There is a weak relationship, showing
higher residual load causes slightly higher price differ-
ences. However, the relationship is much less strong
than that for residual load in the north. The main driver
behind price differences (and hence grid congestion) is
not the deficit in the south, but rather the surplus in the
north.

3.3.3. Bidding zone delimitation redis-
tributes welfare from generators to
consumers

With lower prices in northern Germany when using mul-
tiple bidding zones, the income of power generators
falls. Meanwhile, with less grid congestion and more
congestion rent, German electricity consumers benefit
from a lower grid tariff. The estimated redistributional
effects of introducing four bidding zones are shown
in Table 3.1. The table shows the model results for
producer and consumer surplus in 2025, in the scenario
with delayed grid development.

As power prices fall in the north of Germany, the pro-
ducer surplus of power generators in the region drops.
Generation in northern Germany is dominated by wind
power, and the price in the northern zone drops to zero

Table 3.1.: Redistributional effects of the four-zone configura-
tion, compared to a one-zone configuration in 2025 with grid
delays (real 2019 Euros).

Change in producer surplus:
Day-ahead market −3 532 MEUR
Redispatch −70 MEUR
Total −3 602 MEUR

Change in consumer surplus:
Day-ahead market −230 MEUR
Reduced grid tariff 3 509 MEUR
of which reduced redispatch cost 1 080 MEUR
of which reduced countertrade cost 409 MEUR
of which increased congestion rent 2 020 MEUR

Total 3 279 MEUR

or less in many hours, as wind power must be curtailed.
One should note that due to the dominance of wind
power, a large share of the generation will be com-
pensated through existing support mechanisms. Hence,
parts of the reduced producer surplus shown would
be compensated by payments from the Government or
TSO. Generators in the south, on the other hand, be-
nefit from the bidding zone delimitation, as the power
price in southern Germany is slightly higher compared
to the one-zone configuration. In general, flexible power
generators would loose some income from redispatch
activities.

Electricity consumers benefit from the introduction
of bidding zones in our simulations. Even though the
price in northern Germany drops, the majority of con-
sumption is located further south, and the consumer
surplus in the day-ahead market for Germany as a whole
is reduced slightly in the simulations, due to higher prices
in southern Germany. However, this impact is more than
offset by lower grid tariffs, as the cost for the TSOs fall
if bidding zones are introduced.

The TSOs will need to use less redispatch and coun-
tertrade with bidding zone delimitation, which reduces
their costs significantly. Furthermore, if bidding zones
are introduced, congestion rents increase, both because
congestion rent is generated on the internal borders
within Germany, and because congestion rents on some
interconnectors increase. The latter is true for intercon-
nectors connected to the northernmost zone (DE4d), be-
cause the price difference between DE4d and the Nordic,
Polish and Dutch zones is significantly higher, compared
to the one-zone configuration. In Table 3.1, we attribute
the entire savings of the TSOs to consumers, as they pay
the grid tariffs, and the income of the TSOs is regulated.

We would like to point out that the numbers in

14 ©THEMA Consulting Group (2020)



3. The effect of potential bidding zones

(a)Weekly prices. (b) Price duration curves.

Figure 3.10.: Simulated day-ahead market prices in 2025 in the four-zone configuration and one-zone configuration with grid
delays (real 2019 EUR).

(a) Price difference DE1d-DE4d versus residual load in DE1d. (b) Price difference DE1d-DE4d versus residual load in DE4d.

Figure 3.11.: Price difference versus residual load (consumption - wind generation - solar generation) in 2025 with grid delays
(real 2019 EUR).

Table 3.1 need to be taken with some caution. This also
related to the fact that some of the countries in Europe
in this setup were modelled exogenously (with given
prices), which also influences results. We would not
go as far as to conclude that the overall welfare effect
for Germany (sum of producer and consumer surplus)
would be negative. In this respect, please also note that
we assume that redispatch and countertrade is carried
out in an optimal matter by the TSOs. If this is not the
case, theremay be an additional welfare gain associated
with redcuing the need for redispatch and/or counter-
trade (see discussion below). However, this effect is not

included in the estimated values shown in Table 3.1.

3.4. Bidding zone delimitation may
be an efficient way to manage
congestion

We have seen in the previous sections that there are:

a) significant bottlenecks if the HVDC lines are delayed,
and
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b) that these bottlenecks can be addressed by the intro-
duction of bidding zones.

The effect on the resulting price spreads and on redis-
patch costs are clear indicators of these impacts.

3.4.1. Efficiency of day-ahead markets

In a theoretical world, the TSOs could achieve the same
optimal nodal dispatch solution through efficient redis-
patch after the clearing of the spot markets. There are,
however, real-life limitations to the overall efficiency of
using redispatch instead of the market.

Efficient redispatching by a TSO would require addi-
tional information Efficient redispatching by a TSO
would require additional information in order to make
sure that the redispatch is cost-efficient. While there
may be options to adjust the market design in order to
make redispatch more efficient, it is likely that it will be
less efficient than handling the bottlenecks directly in
the spot market in the first place.

Price distortion Even if redispatch itself were cost effi-
cient, not addressing bottlenecks in the spot market dis-
torts market signals. The spot market price signal influ-
ences dispatch, trade, and investment decisions. Long-
term hedging is done based on spot forward markets.
Inaccuracies in the spot price signal provides inefficient
signals for all these key decisions. It is unsurprising
therefore that the EU Commission emphasises the im-
portance of spot market efficiency for the successful
integration of European power markets. In this respect,
the role of providing efficient trade signals should not
be underestimated. If the trade signals provided by spot
prices are ”wrong”, the resulting cross-border flows will
aggravate the internal bottleneck situation. It is unlikely
that redispatch markets can be designed with the ability
to provide efficient signals for both short-term and long-
term decisions in power markets while the spot price
remains unable to signal local surpluses or shortages
of power. Note also that the feasibility of meeting the
70 percent rule for availability transmission capacities,
to be introduced in 2020, must be seen in this context.

Efficiency of Flow Based Market Coupling (FBMC)
The current market design, using flow-based market
coupling, also accounts for internal bottlenecks. It has
been argued that, under this approach, one therefore

does not need bidding zones. However, bidding zone
delimitation is fundamental for the efficiency of flow-
based market coupling. In a flow-based system, the
balance in a zone determines the cross border flows
used in the clearing algorithm. But, the larger the zone,
the less precise this approximation between implied
flows and physical flows. This is because the the
distribution of injections and withdrawals within a zone
is crucial for the physical flow. The larger the zone and
the larger the internal bottlenecks, the more guesswork
is required of TSOs when calculating efficient PTDFs
and CBCOs for the clearing algorithm.

Impact on trade The use of bidding zones will support
more efficient trade and the more efficient use of flexib-
ility. In particular, the future deployment of additional in-
termittent generation capacity increases the importance
of using cross-border lines efficiently to help provide
the system with required flexibility. Interconnection with
Norway will play an important role given Norway’s flex-
ible hydro resources. During hourswhere there is ”locked
in” generation in northern Germany, it would be efficient
to export this excess power to Norway. Without efficient
trade signals however, as determined by the spot mar-
ket price, the new NordLink cable between Norway and
Germany, as well as other interconnections, will not be
efficiently utilised.

3.4.2. Additional considerations around
bidding zones

From a technical and TSO perspective, a finer bidding
zone granularity would certainly improve market effi-
ciency. However, there are some arguments against
market splitting that deserve further discussion and cla-
rification.

The ideal bidding zone configuration One argument
that has been raised against the use of multiple bidding
zones is that it is difficult to find an optimal bidding zone
configuration, and that one should therefore not split the
German market. But this is an argument for inaction
rather than a defence of the use of a single bidding
zone, which is itself an arbitrary design. We see fairly
robust results and implications for redispatch costs for
the alternative bidding zone configurations analysed. As
long as the major bottlenecks are accounted for by the
bidding zone delimitation, any market split is likely to be
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more efficient than today’s setup. Not being able to find
a first-best solution should not prevent the adoption of a
better second-best system.

Impact on liquidity Zone splitting would reduce the
size of the respective zones, and may also reduce long-
term liquidity. Decreasing liquidity in forward markets is
becoming an increasing issue, in particular for theNordic
countries. However, it is important to note that recent
declines in forward market liquidity are not really attrib-
utable to changes in the bidding zone setup. Instead, fin-
ancial regulation, reduced hedging needs, the increasing
role of PPAs and other factors are likely to have been the
main drivers. Nevertheless, the implications for forward
markets should be taken into account, and could, in
the event of market splitting, justify remedies, such as
the presence of market makers, aimed specifically at
addressing these issues.

Impact on investor confidence The introduction of
bidding zones could harm investor and market parti-
cipants’ confidence in the underlying market conditions.
Markets have, in recent years, been hit by some
significant policy and regulatory changes (e.g. policies
on coal phase-out, renewable targets, nuclear exit, EU-
ETS reform, and changes inmarket design for renewable
generation). Splitting the market would add to the long
list of policy and regulatory changes that stakeholders
have had to endure and could thereby harm investor
confidence. However, the real problem here is not the
introduction of bidding zones itself, but rather that the
issue of bottlenecks has been ignored for such a long
time that introducing bidding zones now would expose
the market suddenly to quite a severe impact.

Market power The argument of market power is
sometimes used in the context of bidding zones. If a
bidding zone becomes too small, market players could
exercise that market power. But, if this is the case, the
market player could anyway exercise market power, if
not in spot markets, then in intraday or reserve markets,
or in redispatch. Furthermore, there are supervisory en-
tities such as the competition authorities and regulators
whose role it is to supervise markets and to identify
potential abuses of market power.

3.4.3. Final commentary

Bottlenecks in the transmission grid cannot be ignored
forever. They have to be addressed in one way or an-
other. Ultimately congestion can only be fundamentally
alleviated through network investments, but even with
investment, the network will never be a copper plate in
which there is no congestion. Therefore, trade-offs need
to be made to respect the physical limits of the network.

These trade-offs can be made through the market,
by reflecting the network constraints inmarket design, or
by correcting the flawedmarket outcome through central
planning undertaken by a planning body, in this case the
TSOs. In practice, the system uses some combination
of both and the key question is what would be the right
balance between the two.

The failures of the current German market system
have become truly staggering as the market structure
has become increasingly abstracted from the economic
and technical fundamentals of the system and, increas-
ingly, system dispatch is planned centrally by the TSOs
(with the TSOs even effectively commissioning their own
generation assets). This is likely to harm efficiency
through the absence of proper price signals in the spot
market and to prevent Germany’s efficient integration
into a liberalised European energy market.

Changing the system now is of course very challen-
ging politically, because it would have significant distri-
butional impacts and bring scrutiny to the scale of trans-
fers currently taking place outside of view. In order to
mitigate the impact on consumers, one could introduce
a hybrid system, like the Italian bidding zone model, in
which bidding zones apply to producers but consumer
prices are uniform at a national level. Since consumers
are not normally very price sensitive in the short-term,
this compromise would not significantly harm short-
term socio-economic efficiency. The downside, how-
ever, would be the lack of efficient long-term price sig-
nals for consumption and the fact that the resultant mar-
ket designmight be challenging to apply to batteries and
other sources of flexibility that can act both as producers
and consumers.

In hindsight, it is unfortunate that Germany did not
have bidding zones in place before the current conges-
tion got so out of control, as the earlier introduction of
bidding zones could have been achieved with less polit-
ical controversy and then helped to counteract some of
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the current problems faced by the network, by stimulat-
ing early action and investment to address the underlying
congestion.

If the current set of HDVC connections do, as ex-
pected, provide a short period of respite, Germany may
well wish to avoid the mistakes of the past by using this
window to revise its market structure and adopt one that
is more resilient to expected future congestion issues.
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A. Appendix: Model and Methodology

A.1. Methodology

In this study, we use both a grid model with nodal resolu-
tion and amarketmodel with zonal resolution. The nodal
is a DC Optimal Power Flow (OPF) model, simulating
flows between nodes in the transmission grid based
on physical properties of the grid. The market model
we applied, the The Market Analyzer (TheMA) power
market model clears supply and demand with hourly
resolution, taking hourly availability, start-up costs, part
load efficiencies and other inter temporal constraints
into account.

A.1.1. The TheMA model framework

THEMA’s power market model TheMA applied in this
context is an advanced, fundamental power market
model of European markets. The model is actively
developed by THEMA Consulting Group and has been
applied for a variety of purposes including the prepar-
ation of price forecasts, scenario analysis and invest-
ment evaluations. A wide range of energy market act-
ors license the model for direct use and the model’s
userbase includes public authorities, energy utilities,
portfolio managers and funds. The model is constantly
updated,maintained and improved in close collaboration
with these licensees. In this project, we applied a version
of the model that simulates FBMC, as currently applied
in Central Western Europe.

The grid model is based on the same modelling
platform as the TheMA model, but is set up with a nodal
resolution. The model simulates generation patterns
and physical power flows in the meshed AC network at
a nodal level. It is applied to identify grid bottlenecks
within or across bidding zones, and is used to estimate
the Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF) relevant
to the modelling ofFBMC.

The two models are described in more detail in Sec-
tion A.2.

A.1.2. The interaction between the models

The grid model gives the optimal dispatch on a nodal
level, when accounting for all constraints in the trans-
mission grid. The zonal model represents the day-ahead
market solution, applying flow based market coupling
methodology, using PTDF derived from the grid model.

The day-ahead market solution, even though de-
rived with flow-based market coupling which account
for internal bottlenecks, does typically violate some grid
constraints. This is why TSOs apply redispatch and
countertrade measures to move from a zonal day-ahead
solution to a (nodal) solution that is in line with all grid
constraints.

A.1.3. Estimation of redispatch and coun-
tertrade

In our setup, redispatch and countertrade are estimated
as the difference between the zonal model and the nodal
model. That is, the necessary redispatch and counter-
trade measures are the steps needed to move from the
day-ahead dispatch to the dispatch that is optimal on a
nodal level.

We calculate indicators for redispatch and counter-
trade costs based on the fundamental approach, as illus-
trated in Figure A.1. The figure gives a simple illustration
of the effects of redispatch, in the case of two nodes.
Imagine that there is congestion between node 1 and 2
in the day ahead market solution. In order to relieve the
congestion, one could ramp up generation in node 1 by
𝛥𝑔, and ramp down generation correspondingly in node
2.

We use two different indicators for redispatch and
countertrade costs, pay-as-bid and pay-as-cleared costs:

Pay-as-bid redispatch and countertrade: The redis-
patch costs are in this case estimated as the differ-
ence between the increased cost in node 1 (area in
A under the supply curve), minus the saved cost in
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node 2 (area B under the supply curve). The method
above provides redispatch costs from a welfare eco-
nomic perspective.

Pay-as-cleared redispatch and countertrade: Redis-
patch activities may also have additional redistribu-
tional effects. The TSOs must compensate gener-
ators (and consumers) to carry out the redispatch.
The fundamentally correct compensation in the illus-
tration from Figure A.1 would be 𝛥𝑔(𝑝𝐷𝐴𝑀 + 𝛥𝑝1) −
𝛥𝑔(𝑝𝐷𝐴𝑀 −𝛥𝑝2), or simply𝛥𝑔(𝛥𝑝1+𝛥𝑝2),assuming
a well-functioning pay-as-cleared redispatch mech-
anism, and where 𝑝𝐷𝐴𝑀 is the day ahead market
price.

Both measures are used as indicators for how far the
dispatch solution is from the perfect nodal solution.
Both measures are strongly correlated, and we use both
measures in this report. The latter pay-as-cleared re-
dispatch estimate is in addiiton used to estimate the
redistributional effects of redispatch (fromTSOs to other
market participants).

One could instead argue that a bidding zone delimit-
ation associated with high redispatch and countertrade
costs may indicate an economic welfare loss, compared
to a delimitation with lower redispatch and countertrade
costs. The simulated redispatch and countertrade costs
therefore serve as an indicator for economic efficiency.

Figure A.1.: Illustration of redispatch calculations.

We distinguish in our report between redispatch and
countertrade. The different as follows:

Redispatch: Wiht redispatchwe refer to all measures
to arrive in the efficient nodal solution that are per-
formed within a country or bidding zone.

Countertrade: With countertrade we refer to all

measures to arrive in the efficient nodal solution
that are performed outside a country or respective
bidding zone.

A.1.4. Commentary on the redispatch
measures

Our approach assumes that redispatch and countertrade
measures always result in the same dispatch, regardless
of the starting point from zonal solution. That is, we
assume that the TSOs are always able to make optimal
decisions to handle any grid congestion.

The implication of this assumption is that the eco-
nomic efficiency is independent of the bidding zone
delimitation in the simulations. Nomatter howmuch the
zonal dispatch differs from the nodal-optimal dispatch,
redispatch and countertrade measures ensure that the
cost-optimal solution is achieved in the end.

This assumption may not be reasonable. Actual
redispatch and countertrade measures may differ from
the optimal solution. For example, the TSOs may prefer
a few large generation adjustments, rather than many
small ones. In addition, TSOs may not have the neces-
sary information in order to select those generators that
may be would be efficient to redispatch from a welfare
point of view, andmay hence end up in suboptimal nodal
solution. We would also like to mention that TSOs may
in reality procure less redispatch abroad (countertrade)
than what our model results suggest - in our setup the
model performes welfare efficient redispatch without
any preferences for whether this is domestic or abroad.
And we do not model or estimate the long-term benefits
of bidding zones that derive from more efficient long-
term price signals for investments.

All in all, we are likely to underestimate the actual
redispatch costs needed to get into balance. We are well
aware of the implications of our approach. Nevertheless
did we consciously opt for this method for estimating
redispatch and countertrade costs. The reason for this is
that it is very challenging, so say the least, to account for
imperfections in the redispatch and countertrade meas-
ures. Any attempt to model imperfections or even stra-
tegic bidding behaviour in redispach would eventually
make the results in-transparent and in a way arbitrary, as
one would need to make a wide range of assumptions
on how to model and parametrise the imperfections and
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the strategic bidding behaviour.

We therefore opted for using the approach outlined
above, which provides a transparent and cost-optimal
estimate for redispatch costs and countertrade.

We only consider the short-term effects, that is, how
the dispatch is affected by the introduction of bidding
zones, with given generation capacities and consump-
tion. We do not estimate the long-term effects of intro-
ducing bidding zones. Investments in new generation
capacity, and the location of demand, are also affected
by price signals. Bidding zones may hence provide
more efficient locational price signals for where new
generation capacity is needed, and where it is beneficial
to locate new electricity consumption.

A.2. Models applied in the analysis

As explained in Section A.1, we apply two different mod-
els in the study, with the same set of power plants.

The grid model

The grid model uses a DC Optimal Power Flow (OPF)
approach. This approach finds the cost-optimal dis-
patch on a nodal level, taking transmission constraints
into account. The flows on the transmission lines are
linearised by neglecting active power losses.

The grid model simulates around 500 transmission
nodes in Germany. The dataset is based on the open
source SciGRID dataset and data from theGermanTSOs.
In addition, developments from the grid development
plan are included in the analysis. All transmission lines
of 220 kV and above are included in the model. Other
countries than Germany are represented with one node
per country, with the exception of Western Denmark,
where all transmission nodes at the 400 kV level are
included.

The available capacity on AC lines in the grid model
is set to 90% of the estimated thermal capacity of each
line. Hence, we subtract a safety margin of 10%. We
do not account explicitly for the n-1 criteria in the grid
model, the safety margin represents an approximation.
Furthermore, themodel does not include voltage stability
constraints, but such considerations accounts for less

Table A.1.: Assumed fuel and carbon prices (real 2019 values).
Type Unit 2020 2022 2025 2030
Gas EUR/MWh 19.0 17.3 20.0 24.0
Coal USD/t 73.1 73.1 73.9 64.7
CO2 EUR/t 26.3 26.0 23.1 26.0

than 10% of redispatch volumes. Overall, our estimates
on 90% ability is a rather non-conservative assumption.

The zonal model

The zonal model represents the day-ahead market,
where nodes are aggregated into bidding zones. The
zonal model uses FBMCmethodology. The zonal PTDFs
are calculated as weighted average of the nodal PTDFs,
where the absolute value of the nodal balances are used
as Generation Shift Keys (GSK) (weighting factors).

All transmission lines from the grid model are also
included in the zonal FBMC model. That is, even though
the market model is run with a zonal resolution, also
internal transmission constraints within each bidding
zone are represented in the model.

Due to the aggregation into zones, the flow on each
transmission line approximated from the zonal model
is not as accurate as the flows from the grid model.
This is the reason why bottlenecks arise from the zonal
dispatch, and hence the need for redispatch and coun-
tertrade.

The approach we apply and the interaction between
themodels mimics in principle the current market setup.
First, TSOs estimate PTDFs and Reliable Available Mar-
gins (RAM) on Critical Network Elements (CNE). They
may also account for contingencies and critical out-
ages. In addition, they calculate Net Transfer Capacities
(NTC) for trade with markets outside the flow based
domain. These parameters are then used as constraints
in themarket clearing optimisation. For reasons outlined
above, this market solution typically violates grid con-
straints, which creates the need for redispatch.

A.3. Key assumptions

The simulations are based on THEMA’s Best Guess
scenario as of August 2019. The fuel and carbon prices
are shown in Table A.1.
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Table A.2.: Assumed gross electricity consumption in Germany
(TWh).

2020 2022 2025 2030
548 549 551 549

We assume a fairly flat development of electricity
consumption, as depicted in Table A.2.

The assumed capacity development in Germany is
shown in Figure A.2. Note that these capacities are avail-
able in the market, capacity in reserve is not included in
the simulations.

Figure A.2.: Capacity assumptions in Germany.

All nuclear plants are decommissioned by the end of
2022. Our coal and lignite capacity assumptions follow
the suggestion by the Coal Commission (the WSB re-
port). Hard coal capacity falls to 8GW by 2030 whereas
lignite capacity drops to around 9GW. We do not as-
sume market-driven investments in gas-fired capacity,
even though some new reserve capacity may come.

We assume that German offshore wind capacity in-
creases to around 11GW by 2025 and 15GW by 2030.
Note that raising the offshore wind target for 2030 is
under discussion, and that the latest German Grid De-
velopment Plan (NEP) assumes between 17 and 20GW
of offshore wind by 2030. Our assumption for onshore
wind power is in line with scenario B from the NEP,
i.e., 70.5GW by 2025 and 81.5GW by 2030. We also
follow scenario B for solar Photo-Voltaic (PV) capacity,
at 73GW by 2025 and 91GW by 2030.

We assume that wind is curtailed at a negative price
of −75EUR/MWh. This assumptions has in implication

for the magnitude of price differences between zones,
and on the estimate for redistpach and welfare. We
tested the model with alternative values for wind cur-
tailment thresholds. While this changed the magnitude
of the results, it did not change the overall picture and
conclusions. The same applies to the so called 6 hour
rule in Germany, which we have not explicitly modelled
in this project.

We modelled single years with hourly resolution for
the assessment. The analysis is based on one historic
weather year (2016), with consistent values for wind,
PV, and demand, accounting for observed correlation
between countries and between variables. The wind, PV,
and demand valueswere normalized such that the series
do not lead to any volume bias. Modelling different
weather years would of course change the results for
selected hours, days, and weeks, but would not change
the overall conclusion.

A.3.1. The geographic scope of the model
analysis

Germany, its neighbouring countries as well as the UK
are modelled endogenously. The endogenous model
scope is shown as the light blue ares in Figure A.3. As for
Germany, the assumptions around generation mix and
demand for neighbouring countries and UK are based on
our Best Guess scenario as of August 2019.

The dark areas in the figure are modelled with an
exogenously given price, and trade capacity. The endo-
genously modelled areas can therefore trade with these
zones based on the price and trade capacity. We also
modelled the Nordic countries (except Denmark) with
exogenous prices.

Ideally, we would have modelled the entire European
power market endogenously for this project. However,
the grid model is computationally very complex. Ex-
tending its scope to the entire European market would
be a challenge in itself. What would make this exten-
sion even more challenging is the hydro portfolio in the
Nordics, where many reservoirs and hydro assets are
inter-temporally optimised between hours and between
seasons. Combining all these complexities into one
simultaneousmodelling optimisation is computationally
infeasible.
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Figure A.3.: Endogenously modelled region.
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A. Acronyms

CNE Critical Network Elements

FBMC Flow Based Market Coupling

GSK Generation Shift Keys

HVDC High Voltage Direct Current

NTC Net Transfer Capacities

PTDF Power Transfer Distribution Factor

PV Photo-Voltaic

RAM Reliable Available Margins

TheMA The Market Analyzer

TSO Transmission System Operator
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